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Abstract. Persuasion is an activity that involves one party trying to induce another party to believe something or to do some-
thing. It is an important and multifaceted human facility. Obviously, sales and marketing is heavily dependent on persuasion.
But many other activities involve persuasion such as a doctor persuading a patient to drink less alcohol, a road safety expert
persuading drivers to not text while driving, or an online safety expert persuading users of social media sites to not reveal too
much personal information online. As computing becomes involved in every sphere of life, so too is persuasion a target for
applying computer-based solutions. An automated persuasion system (APS) is a system that can engage in a dialogue with a
user (the persuadee) in order to persuade the persuadee to do (or not do) some action or to believe (or not believe) something. To
do this, an APS aims to use convincing arguments in order to persuade the persuadee. Computational persuasion is the study of
formal models of dialogues involving arguments and counterarguments, of user models, and strategies, for APSs. A promising
application area for computational persuasion is in behaviour change. Within healthcare organizations, government agencies,
and non-governmental agencies, there is much interest in changing behaviour of particular groups of people away from actions
that are harmful to themselves and/or to others around them.
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1. Introduction
Persuasion is an activity that involves one party trying to get another party to do (or not do) some action
or to believe (or not believe) something. It is an important and multifaceted human facility. Obviously
it is very important in commercial activities, but it is also important in professional life, and indeed,
in everyday life. In whatever we do, we frequently find ourselves trying to persuade other people with
regard to something that is important to us, and/or them.
In this paper, I discuss some aspects of the notion of persuasion, and explain how this leads to the
idea of computational persuasion. Computational models of argument are central to the development of
computational persuasion. I briefly review some key aspects of computational models of argument, and
highlight some topics that need further development. I then briefly cover behaviour change as a field in
which we can apply methods from computational persuasion, and evaluate the performance in the field.
1This paper is an extended version of Anthony Hunter (2016) Computational Persuasion with Applications in Behaviour
Change, Computational Models of Argument (COMMA’16), pages 5–18, IOS Press.
This article is published online with Open Access and distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Li-
cense (CC BY-NC 4.0).
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2. What is persuasion?
The aim of persuasion is for the persuader to change the mind of the persuadee. By persuasion, the
persuader directs the persuadee to believe (or disbelieve) something that the persuader would like the
persuadee to believe (or disbelieve), and this in turn may result in them doing (or not doing) something
that the persuader would like to be brought about.
• In unidirectional persuasion, the persuader presents a message to the persuadee with the aim of
persuading the persaudee, and there is no facility for the persuadee to respond to the message.
Examples of unidirectional persuasion include product advertising (e.g. T.V. or magazine advert),
political speech (e.g. prior to an election), and government advisory messages (e.g. recycle paper,
metal, etc).
• In bidirectional persuasion, the persuader and presuadee enter into a dialogue, with the persuader
aiming to persuade the persaudee. The fact that the persuader is trying to persuade the persuadee
is often clear from the types of interaction, but sometimes, the persuader tries to hide the fact from
the persuadee. Examples of bidirectional persuasion include sales meetings (e.g. in car showroom),
some kinds of medical counselling (e.g. on drug abuse), and everyday discussions with a goal (e.g.
an employee asking for a payrise).
Some kinds of interaction surrounding persuasion include: The persuader collecting information, pref-
erences, etc from the persuadee; The persuader providing information, offers, etc to the persuadee;
The persuader winning favour (e.g. by flattering the persuadee, by making small talk, by being humor-
ous, etc); But importantly, arguments are the essential structures for presenting the claims (and counter
claims) in persuasion.
An argument-centric focus on persuasion leads to a number of inter-related aspects (see Section 3) that
need to be taken into account, any of which can be important in bringing about successful persuasion.
These dimensions can significantly affect the success of argumentation, and therefore go someway to
delineating what constitutes a good approach to persuasion. But, before considering these dimensions, I
would like to make the following claim.
• Persuasion is not normative There are no underlying rules or principles to the use of argumenta-
tion in persuasion. This means for instance that arguments can be inconsistent, irrational, untrue,
etc. if they persuade. Though inconsistent, irrational, untrue arguments may be counter-productive
with some audiences, as well as being potentially problematic from moral, ethical, and regulatory
perspectives. Furthermore, persuasion takes on many forms (such coax, cajole, inveigle, wheedle,
lure, coerce, prevail on, proselytize, and urge), and arguably, some of these are not normative.
A corollary of the above claim is that how convincing an argument is does not equal how correct it is.
For example, arguments like homeopathy focuses on processes of health and illness rather than states,
and therefore it is better than regular medicine and the sheer weight of anecdotal evidence gives rise to
the common-sense notion that there must be some basis for homeopathic therapies by virtue of the fact
that they have lasted this long can be convincing for some audiences.
3. Levers for persuasion
We now consider some key dimensions that can affect the success of a persuader in persuading a
persuadee. We focus on the dimensions that the persuader may have some control over such as rationality
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of argumentation, persuasion techniques, argumentation style, framing of the arguments, and emotions
invoked by arguments. We consider each of them in the following subsections.
3.1. Rationality of argumentation
The study of argumentation has largely focused on what constitute good arguments in a normative
sense. This involves identifying the features of good arguments that would be appropriate for honest
rational agents to present or accept. For an excellent review, see [146]. The careful presentation of
premises, and the use of logical reasoning, is much espoused for good quality argumentation. In order
to make a case in professional life (such as politics, academia, business, journalism, etc), it is seen as an
essential ability. This has led to techniques for constructing and deconstructing good arguments (see for
example [48,66]).
In parallel with elucidating what constitutes a good argument, the study of argumentation has also
identified types of poor or inappropriate argumentation such as argumentation fallacies (as well as [146],
see reviews in [58,145]). Some fallacies are described as formal fallacies since they violate rules of logic
(e.g. claiming the antecedent of an implication is true because its consequent is true), or violate rules
of probability theory (e.g. the gambler’s fallacy), but many fallacies are informal since they constitute
what could be described as unacceptable arguments, such as begging the question (which is providing a
version of the claim as a premise, and using that to derive the claim), argumentum ad hominem (arguing
against the arguer rather than their arguments), and appeal to authority (arguing that an argument is true
because of the position of the arguer).
Given that the study of argumentation has developed such a comprehensive understanding of how
to differentiate good from bad argumentation, if we are dealing with rational agents when undertaking
persuasion, it appears important to use good arguments and argumentation, and avoid poor arguments
and argumentation.
Furthermore, the overall quality of the argumentation is important from a psychological point of view
(see for example [64,67]). If a persuader wants to convince the persuadee of an argument (a persua-
sion argument), then this includes acceptability of the persuasion argument (against counterarguments),
believing the premises of the persuasion argument, fit of persuasion argument with agenda, goals, prefer-
ences, etc, quality of constellation of arguments considered (balance, depth, breadth, understandability,
etc). Comprehensibility of persuasive arguments has also been shown to be an important determinant of
successful persuasion [45].
Despite the importance of being rational in argumentation, there is a tendency in the computational
models of argument community to overemphasize the need to be rational. As we will cover later, the
role of emotional arguments have been found from psychological studies to be important in persuasion.
Furthermore, even for rational argumentation, some widely accepted principles such as not deploying
ad hominem arguments can be over-restrictive when for example the speaker has a poor reputation or is
unqualified in the topic that they are speaking on, though use of argument schema with critical questions
goes someway to redressing the balance in this (for a review of argument schema, see [148]).
3.2. Persuasion techniques
Psychological studies have identified persuasion techniques that are seen in human interactions in
general. For instance, Cialdini has identified the following six principle of influence [34].
• Reciprocation Creating an obligation to give or to receive or to repay (e.g. doing a small favour for
someone is more likely to result in a big favour being obtained in return).
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• Consistency People like to be seen to be consistent with their values and identity, and so getting a
general commitment first can be advantageous (e.g. getting expressed support for a cause, prior to
asking for material support is more likely to be successful).
• Social proof People like to conform with those around them (e.g. treating dog phobia in children
by showing videos of children playing happily with dogs).
• Liking People prefer to comply with people they like (e.g. finding common ground, pleasantries,
etc, prior to attempting to persuade, is more likely to be successful).
• Authority Persuasion by an expert or with evidence can be more effective than persuasion by a
non-expert or without evidence (e.g. a doctor persuading someone to use high factor sunblock is
more likely to be successful than a lawyer).
• Scarcity People are attracted to something that is scarce (e.g. increasing the price of a product can
increase the demand for the product since it appears to be more desirable).
The above principles are supported by empirical studies in psychology. Other studies suggest further
principles that appear to useful in various domains such as law (e.g. [52]), healthcare (e.g. [133]), and
ecommerce (e.g. [105]).
3.3. Argumentation style
Argumentation style concerns who is presenting the arguments, the language used in those arguments,
and the way the dialogue is structured. The issues raised touch on broader aspects of the personality of
the persuadee, and the context of the persuasion (see for example [132] for further discussion of these
issues).
• Nature of persuader The nature of the persuader can be important. From a rational perspective,
seemingly good features of a persuader are that s/he has relevant authority, expertise, or knowledge,
and seemingly poor features of a persuader are that s/he is attractive, witty, or a celebrity. However,
in practice, different persuadees respond to different features. For instance, a teenager is unlikely to
be convinced by a government safety expert to wear a helmet when on a bike, but may be influenced
by a celebrity to do so. So it is clear that for successful persuasion with many people, it can be more
important who the persuader is than what the arguments are. This observation is borne out by
how often celebrities are used in advertising products, or taken seriously in politics. Psychological
studies show that the degree of attitude change is influenced by the degree of positive feelings
towards the proponent [86].
• Language of arguments The choice of language in argumentation can be important. This goes
from choice of words (e.g. use of freedom fighter versus terrorist), to choice of metaphor (e.g. using
the whole world’s a stage when persuading someone to do something bold), the use of metonymy
(e.g. Oscar Wilde on fox hunting The unspeakable in pursuit of the uneatable) or use of irony [35].
Use of language in advertising and in politics is extensively studied, and there are guidebooks that
elucidate some of the well-established principles (see for example [90]). The use of persuasive lan-
guage has also been studied in the media. Newspapers will deploy particular kinds of phraseology
and language construction to put forward their viewpoint. For example, critical discourse analysis
of war reporting shows how the side that the newspaper supports (respectively does not support)
will use terms such as suppress (respectively destroy), eliminate or neutralize (respectively kill),
reporting restrictions (respectively censorship), press briefings (propaganda), preemptive (respec-
tively without provocation), etc., and furthermore, critical discourse analysis can reveal differences
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in the sentence construction, use of modality, presupposition, rhetorical style, and overall narrative
[125].
• Selectivity of argumentation Persuasion does not involve exhaustive presentation of all possible
arguments [16]. Rather it requires careful selection of arguments that are most likely to be effi-
cacious in changing the mind of the persuadee. Deciding on which arguments to select depends
on diverse features of the arguments and the persuadee such as the nature of the persuader, the
language of the arguments, use of psychological techniques, personality of the persuadee, use of ra-
tional and/or emotional argumentation, etc. Being selective does not mean that argumentation needs
to be constrained in any way other than being the most efficacious for persuasion.
Determining the precise parameters of argumentation style raises some complex issues for effective
persuasion in a specific application. Experiential knowledge and psychological studies offer some gen-
eral guidance but in practice the specific parameters need to be determined for a specific application.
3.4. Framing of arguments
The framing style of an argument concerns the exact phrasing of the content which can influence how
it is perceived. It is increasingly acknowledged in healthcare professions that interactions with patients
should be effective communication that is respectful and non-judgmental (see for example [106]). Such
a stance would be a natural point for automated persuasion systems. However, this still leaves much
latitude in how arguments can be framed.
Consider for example experiments by Tversky and Kahneman where participants are asked to imagine
preparations for the outbreak of an unusual disease that is expected to kill 600 people, and to consider
two alternative programmes to combat the disease [141]. In the first framing of the study (below), the
majority of participants prefer Programme A.
• If Programme A is adopted, 200 people will be saved.
• If Programme B is adopted, there is 1/3 probability that 600 people will be saved, and 2/3 proba-
bility that no people will be saved.
In contrast, in the second framing of the programmes (below), the majority of participants prefer Pro-
gram D. So even though, the versions above and below are providing the same information, participants
can change their preferences based on the framing. The explanation is that in the context of gain (above)
people tend to be averse to risk and in the context of loss (below) they try to minimize the loss.
• If Programme C is adopted 400 people will die.
• If Programme D is adopted there is 1/3 probability that nobody will die, and 2/3 probability that
600 people will die.
In a user study on the persuasiveness of healthy eating messages [138], positively framed messages
(e.g. Most people believe that eating a healthy breakfast contributes to a longer lifespan) were shown to
be more efficacious than negatively framed messages (e.g. Most people believe that eating an unhealthy
breakfast contributes to a shorter lifespan). Furthermore, Cialdini’s principles of persuasion [34] were
considered (i.e. reciprocation, commitment, consensus, liking, authority, and scarcity), and it was found
that arguments that appeal to authority (e.g. Studies conducted by health experts have shown that eating
a healthy breakfast keeps you energized) were the most persuasive.
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3.5. Personality of persuadee
Another key dimension that can affect the success of persuasion is the personality of the persuadee.
Obviously, this is not in the control of the persuadee, but if the persuader knows about the personality
of the persuadee, the persuader can make a better choice of strategy to use with the persuadee. Consider
for example persuading someone to vote in the national election: If the person “follows the crowd”, then
telling them that the majority of the population voted in the last election is more likely to get them out to
vote, whereas if the person “follows rules rigorously”, then telling them that it is their duty to vote is more
likely to get them out to vote. Mistaking the personality trait can have a negative effect on the chances
of successful persuasion. Psychology has developed numerous methods for characterizing personality.
An important example is the model based on the OCEAN personality traits which are Openness to
experience, Conscientiousness, Extroversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism [53].
There are many other ways that knowing more about the persuadee can be used in determining an
appropriate strategy for persuasion. Attitudes are important determiners in persuasion, and the psychol-
ogy of attitudes may provide important insights in a persuasion strategy (for a review see [97]). Various
other aspects of psychology are routinely harnessed in commerce, particularly ecommerce, such as the
psychology of colour, language, graphics, pricing, and negotiation (for a review see [105]). Cultural
information about a persuadee, such as nationality, can give important information about the kinds of
interaction that a persuadee might respond positively to (see for example [65]). Other kinds of traits,
such as political, ethical, or religious, may be important determiners in some contexts for persuasion.
Furthermore, detailed information about multi-dimensional private traits can be predicted from digital
records of the user (e.g. from Facebook likes) [88].
3.6. Emotion invoked by arguments
Presenting emotional arguments can be important. Emotional arguments are predominantly deployed
by the persuader in order to influence the persuadee via emotional devices. For example,
• You have a good income, and so you should feel guilty if you do not denote money to this emergency
appeal by Médecins Sans Frontières.
• Your parents will be proud of you if you complete your thesis and get your PhD.
Note, emotional arguments contrast with evidential/logical arguments, such as for example, the fol-
lowing argument.
• You will have a much higher chance of getting a highly paid job if you complete your thesis and get
your PhD award.
In certain situations, emotional arguments can be powerful arguments in persuasion. For instance,
Lukin et al [95] have shown that with some audiences, emotional arguments are more effective in per-
suasion than factual arguments. For this, they categorized audiences according to the OCEAN personal-
ity traits (i.e. openness to experience, extroversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, and neuroticism),
and showed that conscientious, open, and agreeable people are more convinced by emotional arguments.
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4. What is computational persuasion?
As developments in artificial intelligence attempt to capture more aspects of human cognition, it is
natural to consider how persuasion can be captured as a software process. In the following, I define the
notion of an automated persuasion system, and use this to define computational persuasion.
• An automated persuasion system (APS), i.e. a persuader, is a system that can engage in a dialogue
with a user, i.e. a persuadee, in order to persuade that persuadee to do (or not do) some action or to
believe (or not believe) something. To do this, an APS aims to use convincing arguments in order
to persuade the persuadee. The dialogue may involve moves including queries, claims, and impor-
tantly, arguments and counterarguments, that are presented according to some protocol. Whether
an argument is convincing depends on the context, and on the characteristics of the persuadee. An
APS maintains a model of the persuadee, and this is harnessed by the strategy of the APS in order
to choose good moves to make in the dialogue.
• Computational persuasion is the study of formal models of dialogues involving arguments and
counterarguments, of persuadee models, and strategies, for APSs. Therefore, developments in com-
putational persuasion build on computational models of argument. Note, the aim of computational
persuasion is not to produce models of human persuasion (c.f. [19]), rather it is to produce models
of persuasion that can be used by computers to persuade humans, and that they can be shown to
have a reasonable success rate in some persuasion task (i.e. that a reasonable proportion of the users
are persuaded by the arguments and therefore do the action or accept the belief).
Clearly, persuasion is a complex and fascinating phenomenon. Furthermore, it is very important for
humans to be able to persuade, and to be persuaded. However, this does not mean that it would be
best for both parties (i.e. persuader and persuadee) if the persuader is always successful in persuasion.
Sometimes it will be good for the persuadee but not always, and so the persuadee needs to judge whether
or not to agree. This raises some interesting challenges for developing computational persuasion. In
the rest of this review, I am only able to touch on some of the issues. I will proceed by considering
computational models of argument (i.e computational argumentation), and discuss features that will be
useful for computational persuasion, and highlight some shortcomings.
4.1. What do computational models of argument offer?
Computational persuasion is based on computational models of argument. These models are being
developed to reflect aspects of how humans use conflicting information by constructing and analyzing
arguments. A number of models have been developed, and some basic principles established. We can
group much of this work in four levels as follows (with only examples of relevant citations).
4.1.1. Dialectical level
Dialectics is concerned with determining which arguments “win” in some sense. In abstract argumen-
tation, originally proposed in the seminal work by Dung [42], arguments and counterarguments can be
represented by a graph. Each node denotes an argument, and each arc denotes one argument attacking
another argument. Dung defined some principled ways to identify extensions of an argument graph. Each
extension is a subset of arguments that together act as a coalition against attacks by other arguments. An
argument in an extension is, in a sense, acceptable. For a review of Dung’s approach and alternatives, see
[8]. Labels can also be assigned to arguments, and Caminada and Gabbay [27] provided a formalization
based on three labels (in, out and undecided) that they show is equivalent to Dung’s formalisation.
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Fig. 1. A simple example of a bipolar argument graph for application for persuading a user to undertake more exercise. A dotted
arc from a node A to a node B denotes that argument A supports argument B. A solid arc from a node A to a node B denotes
that argument A attacks argument B (i.e. A is a counterargument B).
There have been numerous developments of abstract argumentation that include alternative definitions
for extensions such as ranking-based semantics [1,24,120], and introduction of attacks on attacks [7,
103], preferences [2], weights on attacks [44], support relations (see for example [30,31,109] and see
Fig. 1 for an example of an argument graph with supporting and attacking arguments), and probabilities
[43,72,74,82,92,135]. Furthermore, there has been the development of software solvers for determining
extensions (see for example [33,137]), and the application of natural language processing techniques for
constructing argument graphs from free text (see for example [93]). In addition, there are methods for
argument dynamics to ensure that specific arguments hold in the extensions of the argument graph such
as epistemic enforcement in abstract argumentation [9,10,38], revision of argument graphs [36,37], and
belief revision in argumentation (e.g. [18,29,41,50]).
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4.1.2. Logical level
At the dialectical level, arguments are atomic. They are assumed to exist, but there is no mechanism for
constructing them. Furthermore, they cannot be divided or combined. To address this, the logical level
provides a way to construct arguments from knowledge. At the logical level, an argument is normally
defined as a pair 〈,α〉 where  is a minimal consistent subset of the knowledgebase (a set of formulae)
that entails α (a formula). Here,  is called the support, and α is the claim, of the argument. Hence,
starting with a set of formulae, arguments and counterarguments can be generated, where a counterargu-
ment (an argument that attacks another argument) either rebuts (i.e. negates the claim of the argument)
or undercuts (i.e. negates the support of the argument). A range of options for structured argumentation
at the logic level have been investigated (see [17,51,104,140] for tutorial reviews of some of the key pro-
posals. Whilst most proposals for structured argumentation involve simple rule-based reasoning, there
is some investigation of the role of classical logic in argumentation (see for example [16]), and of how
probabilistic reasoning can be incorporated in structured arguments (see for example [74,139,144]). Pat-
terns of reasoning that arise in persuasion can be captured in rule-based reasoning [134]. Furthermore,
argument schemas have been proposed that capture common patterns of argument that can formalized
in structured arguments (for a review see [148]).
4.1.3. Dialogical level
Dialogical argumentation involves agents exchanging arguments in activities such as discussion, de-
bate, persuasion, and negotiation. Starting with [63,96], dialogue games are now a common approach to
characterizing argumentation-based agent dialogues (e.g. [3,22,25,39,40,46,87,100,101,114,117,147]).
Dialogue games are normally made up of a set of communicative acts called moves, and a protocol spec-
ifying which moves can be made at each step of the dialogue. Dialogical argumentation can be viewed
as incorporating logic-based argumentation, but in addition, dialogical argumentation involves repre-
senting and managing the locutions exchanged between the agents involved in the argumentation. The
emphasis of the dialogical view is on the interactions between the agents, and on the process of building
up, and analyzing, the set of arguments until the agents reach a conclusion. See [118] for a review of
formal models of persuasion dialogues and [23,136] for reviews and analyses of strategies in dialogical
argumentation.
By modelling the persuadee, it is possible to update the model during the dialogue based on the
persuadee responses. This can then be used to determine whether there is any chance of the dialogue
leading to success, and if not, giving up and unsuccessfully terminating the dialogue [23]. Probabilistic
models of the opponent have been used in some strategies allowing the selection of moves for an agent
based on what it believes the other agent believes [73], selection of moves based on what it believes the
other agent is aware of [126], and based on the history of previous dialogues to predict the arguments
that an opponent might put forward [59]. In [20], a planning system is used by the persuader to optimize
choice of arguments based on belief in premises, and in [21], an automated planning approach is used
for persuasion that accounts for the uncertainty of the proponent’s model of the opponent by finding
strategies that have a certain probability of guaranteed success no matter which arguments the opponent
chooses to assert.
Utility theory has also been considered in argumentation (for example [99,113,122,128]) though none
of these represents the uncertainty of moves made by each agent in argumentation. Probability theory
and utility theory (using decision theory) has been used in [81] to identify outcomes with maximum
expected utility where outcomes are specified as particular arguments being included or excluded from
extensions. Strategies in argumentation have also been analyzed using game theory [47,121,123], though
these are more concerned with issues of manipulation, rather than persuasion.
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4.1.4. Rhetorical level
Normally argumentation is undertaken in some wider context of goals for the agents involved, and
hence individual arguments are presented so as to contribute to the wider aim. For instance, if an agent is
trying to persuade another agent to do something, then it is likely that some rhetorical device is harnessed
and this will affect the nature of the arguments used (e.g. a politician may refer to investing in the future
of the nation’s children as a way of persuading colleagues to vote for an increase in taxation).
Aspects of the rhetorical level include believability of arguments from the perspective of the audience
[69], impact of arguments from the perspective of the audience [70], use of threats and rewards [4],
appropriateness of advocates [71], and values of the audience [11,12,14,112]. The latter has led to the
notion of value-based argumentation, and this has been developed for various applications including
group persuasion [112], for persuasion concerning plans [102], for analyzing legal reasoning [13], and
for analyzing political argument [6].
The use of emotional arguments could be regarded as a rhetorical device. However, the modelling of
emotional aspects of argument has received little attention in the computational argumentation literature.
There is a proposal for rules for specifying scenarios where empathy is given or received in negotiation
[98], and there is a proposal for specifying argument schemas (rules that specify general patterns of
reasoning) for capturing aspects of emotional argument [94]. In contrast, it is interesting to note that
affective computing has put emotion at the centre of the relationship between users and computing
systems [26].
4.2. Shortcomings in the state of the art
So computational models of argument offer a range of formal systems for generating and comparing
arguments, and for undertaking this in a dialogue. However there are shortcomings in the state of the art
of computational models of argument for application in persuasion. The current state of the literature
does not adequately offer the following and hence there are some exciting research challenges to be
addressed if we are to deliver computational persuasion.
Domain knowledge A formalization of domain knowledge appropriate for constructing arguments con-
cerning persuasion in application such as behaviour change (e.g. a formalism for representing per-
suadee goals, persuadee preferences, system persuasion goals, and system knowledge concerning
actions that can address persuadee goals, etc) though the multiagent communities offer proposals
that might be adapted for our needs.
Persuasion protocols Since we are not attempting to support free text input from the persuadee, we
require protocols that take account of the user’s views without recourse to natural language pro-
cessing. For this, in Section 6, I will discuss how asymmetric dialogues can be used.
Persuadee models Persuadee models that allow the persuasion system to construct a model of the per-
suadee’s beliefs and preferences, to qualify the probabilistic uncertainty of that model, and to up-
date that model and the associated uncertainty as the dialogue progresses. There are some promis-
ing proposals that could contribute to a solution (e.g. [20,21,59,73,75,127]), and I will discuss the
progress we have made on this in Section 7.4. However, if we are to harness some of the other
levers of persuasion that I discussed in Section 3, then we will need to broaden the modelling to
incorporate aspects of personality and bias.
Persuasion strategies Strategies for persuasion that harness the persuadee model to find optimal moves
to make at each stage (trading the increase in probability of successfully persuading the persuadee
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against the raised risk that the persuadee disengages from the dialogue as it progresses). The
strategies may involve the uncertainty in the user’s beliefs and awareness of arguments, and it may
also include an assessment of the user’s personality and/or biases. With this kind of information in
the user model, we may be able to harness some of the levers of persuasion discussed in Section 3
such a persuasion techniques, framing style, and argumentation style. I will discuss the progress
we have made on this in Section 7.4.
In order to focus research on addressing these shortcomings, we can consider how computational
persuasion can be developed and evaluated in the context of behaviour change applications.
4.3. Studies with participants
In order to have well-understood computational models of argument that correspond to human be-
haviour, there is a need to ground these models with studies with participants. The studies undertaken so
far validate some aspects of these models, but also indicate some shortcomings in being able to model
human behaviour.
Studies performed by Rahwan et al [124] and Cerruti et al [32] investigated various forms of reinstate-
ment in argumentation. The users were presented several argument graphs and were asked to explain how
acceptable a given argument is in their opinion. The results show that in some cases, the implicit knowl-
edge about domains can substantially affect the given acceptability levels. However, more importantly,
the experiments show that the attacked argument’s acceptability is lowered, but does not fall to 0, which
is what would be predicted by the usual dialectical semantics for abstract argumentation. Additionally,
introducing the defense for this argument raises its acceptability. However, typically it does not reach
the value of 1, which is the level the usual dialectical semantics would predict.
In a study of argumentation dialogues, Rosenfeld and Kraus [129] undertook an experiment in order
to develop a machine learning-based approach to predict the next move a participant would make in
a dialogue. This work was further extended in [130,131]. The machine learning models were trained
on data that incorporated the sequences of arguments in a dialogue that the participants accept. Once
trained, the models were able to predict the acceptance an unseen case would have.
In another machine learning-based approach, Huang and Lin [68] developed a software agent for
participating in dialogues with potential customers with the aim of persuading them to offer a higher
price for goods. Dialogues were constructed from an argument graph, and training was done on simulated
scenarios. In testing with users, the agent was able to persuade the participants to increase the mean price
offer.
There are also studies with participants by Masthoff and co-workers that investigate the efficacy of
using arguments as a way of persuading people when compared with other counselling methods indi-
cating that argumentation may have disadvantages if used inappropriately [107], and that rather than a
confrontational approach, argumentation that is based on appeal to friends, appeal to group, or appeal to
fun, may be more efficacious [142,143].
Emotion in argumentation has also be the subject of a study with participants in a debate where the
emotional state was estimated from EEG data and automated facial expression analysis. In this study,
Benlamine et al [15] showed for instance that the number and the strength of arguments, attacks and
supports exchanged between a participant could be correlated with particular emotions of the participant.
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Table 1
Some examples where people could change their behaviour and for which there would be a substantial quantifiable benefit to
themselves, and/or to society
Field Examples of behaviour change topic
Healthy life-styles eating fewer calories, eating more fruit and veg, doing more exercise, drinking less alcohol,
brushing teeth properly, regular dental check-ups, participating in health screening, participating
in vaccination programmes
Addiction management gambling, smoking, drugs
Treatment compliance self-management of diabetes, taking vaccines, completing course of antibiotics
Personal finance borrowing less, saving more
Education starting or continuing with a course, studying properly
Energy efficiency reducing electricity consumption, installing home insulation
Citizenship voting, recycling, contributing to charities, wasting less food
Safe driving not exceeding speed limits, not texting while driving
Anti-social behaviour aggression, vandalism, racism, sexism, trolling
5. What is behaviour change?
There is a wide variety of problems that are dangerous or unhealthy or unhelpful for an individual, or
for those around him/her, and that are expensive to government and/or to society (see Table 1 for exam-
ples). For each type of problem, we can conceivably tackle a small proportion of cases with substantial
benefit to individuals, government and society using techniques for behaviour change.
Many organizations are involved in behaviour change, and many approaches are used to persuade
people to change their behaviour including counselling, information resources, and advertising. Many
diverse factors can influence how such approaches can be used effectively in practice such as the follow-
ing.
• Perceived social norms (e.g. everyone drives above the speed limit).
• Social pressure (e.g. my friends laugh at me if I drive slowly).
• Emotional issues (e.g. speeding is cool).
• Agenda (e.g. I am always late for everything, and so I have to speed).
• Perception of an issue (e.g. I am a good driver even if I speed).
• Opportunities to change behaviour (e.g. access to a race track on which to drive fast instead of
driving fast on ordinary roads).
• Attitude to persuader (e.g. I listen to Lewis Hamilton not a civil servant).
• Attitude to information (e.g. I switch off if I am given statistics).
As computing becomes involved in every sphere of life, so too is persuasion a target for applying
computer-based solutions. There are persuasion technologies that have come out of developments in
human-computer interaction research (see for example the influential work by Fogg [49]) with a particu-
lar emphasis on addressing the need for systems to help people make positive changes to their behaviour,
particularly in healthcare and healthy life-styles.
Over the past 10 years, a wide variety of systems have been developed to help users to control
body weight [91], to reduce fizzy drink consumption [89], to increase physical exercise [149], and
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to decrease stress-related illness [85]. Many of these persuasion technologies for behaviour change
are based on some combination of questionnaires for finding out information from users, provi-
sion of information for directing the users to better behaviour, computer games to enable users
to explore different scenarios concerning their behaviour, provision of diaries for getting users to
record ongoing behaviour, and messages to remind the persuadee to continue with the better be-
haviour.
Interestingly, argumentation is not central to the current manifestations of persuasion technologies.
The arguments for good behaviour seem either to be assumed before the persuadee accesses the per-
suasion technology (e.g. when using diaries, or receiving email reminders), or arguments are provided
implicitly in the persuasion technology (e.g. through provision of information, or through game playing).
So explicit consideration of arguments and counterarguments are not supported with existing persuasion
technologies. This creates interesting opportunities for computational persuasion to develop APSs for
behaviour change where arguments are central.
Argument-based persuasion technology could complement other technologies by helping users when
they contemplate change. This fits the technology into the Stages of Change model [119] which com-
prises the following phases that someone might go through (examples taken from [110]).
• Pre-contemplation “I am happy being a smoker and intend to continue smoking”
• Contemplation “I have been coughing a lot recently, perhaps I should think about stopping smok-
ing”
• Preparation “I will buy lower tar cigarettes”
• Action “I have stopped smoking”
• Maintenance “I have stopped smoking for four months now”
By acting at the contemplation stage, the user might be prepared to enter into a dialogue with
an APS. The role of the APS would then be to provide context-specific (personalized) information
to the user through arguments, and to handle the doubts and issues that the user might have in the
form of counterarguments. In the next section, we consider the potential of this approach in more de-
tail.
A strategy for an APS needs to find the best choice of move at each stage where best is determined in
terms of some combination of the need to increase the likelihood that the persuadee is persuaded by the
goal of the persuasion, and the need to decrease the likelihood that the persuadee disengages from the
dialogue. For instance, at a certain point in the dialogue, the APS might have a choice of two arguments
A and B to present. Suppose A involves further moves to be made (e.g. supporting arguments) whereas
B is a single posit. So choosing A requires a longer dialogue (and higher probability of disengagement)
than B. Also suppose that if the persuadee engages to the end of each dialogue, then it is more likely that
the persuadee believes A than B. So if the APS is to make the best choice of move, it needs to consider
both the risk and potential benefit from each of them.
An APS should present arguments and counterarguments that are informative, relevant, and believable,
to the persuadee. If the APS presents uninformative, irrelevant, or unbelievable arguments (from the
perspective of the persuadee), the probability of successful persuasion is reduced, and it may alienate
the persuadee. A choice of strategy depends on the protocol, and on the kind of dynamic persuadee
model. Various parameters can be considered in the strategy such as the preferences of the persuadee,
the agenda of the persuadee, etc.
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So argument-based persuasion for behaviour change offers a challenging and worthwhile field for de-
veloping and evaluating computational persuasion. As indicated by the review of computational models
of argument in Section 4.1, there are some promising developments that could form the basis of APSs for
behaviour change, as I discuss in the next section. Furthermore, there have already been some promising
studies using dialogue games for health promotion [28,54–56], embodied conversational agents for en-
couraging exercise [108], dialogue management for persuasion [5], and tailored assistive living systems
for encouraging exercise [57], that indicate the potential for APSs.
6. How can computational persuasion be applied?
Computational models of argument drawing on ideas of abstract argumentation, logical argumenta-
tion, dialogical argumentation, together with techniques for argument dynamics and for rhetorics, offer
an excellent starting point for developing computational persuasion for applications in behaviour change.
I assume that an APS for behaviour change is a software application running on a website or mobile
device. Some difficult challenges to automate persuasion via an app are the following.
1. Need asymmetric dialogues without natural language interface: Since we cannot assume that
we will have natural language interfaces that can cope with the diversity of language that might
arise in the arguments and counterarguments in a behaviour change application, we need to develop
alternative ways of getting information from the user. This means that we will have asymmetric
dialogues where the choice of moves available to the APS is different to the user. This approach
was also taken in dialogue games for health promotion [28].
2. Need short dialogues to keep engagement: If an APS uses too many moves in a dialogue, there
is a substantial risk that the user will disengage from the dialogue. They will become bored or
frustrated by the interaction, or they will run out of time. It is therefore imperative that the APS
does try to keep the dialogue short and focused.
3. Need well-chosen arguments to maximize impact: If an APS uses arguments that are inappro-
priate for a particular user, we are at risk of alienating the user, and thereby losing in the attempt to
persuade the user.
4. Need to model the user in order to be able to optimize the dialogue: So the APS needs to
determine at each stage of the dialogue what the best choice of move should be.
5. Need to learn from previous interactions with the agent or similar agents: If the APS is to
have a useful model of a user, it needs to learn from previous interactions with the agent or similar
agents.
6. Need to model the domain to generate arguments/counterarguments: If an APS is to undertake
a dialogue, it needs access to a range of arguments that it can posit. Furthermore, if it is to anticipate
the arguments the user might be entertaining at any stage of the dialogue, it needs to be aware of
possible counterarguments.
The dialogue may involve steps where the system finds out more about the persuadee’s beliefs, in-
tentions and desires, and where the system offers arguments with the aim of changing the persuadee’s
beliefs, intentions and desires. The system also needs to handle objections or doubts (represented by
counterarguments) with the aim of providing a dialectically winning position. To illustrate how a dia-
logue can lead to the presentation of an appropriate context-sensitive argument consider the example in
Table 2. In this, only the APS presents arguments, and when it is the user’s turn s/he can only answer
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Table 2
Simple example of an asymmetric dialogue between a user and an APS. As no natural language
processing is assumed, the arguments posted by the user are actually selected by the user from a
menu provided by the APS
Step Who Move
1 APS To improve your health, you could join an exercise class
2 User Exercise classes are boring
3 APS For exciting exercise, you could do an indoor climbing course
4 User It is too expensive
5 APS Do you work?
6 User No
7 APS If you are registered unemployed, then the local sports centre offers a free indoor
climbing course
8 APS Would you try this?
9 User Yes
Fig. 2. Interface for an asymmetric dialogue move for asking the user’s belief in an argument. (a) The top argument is by the
APS, and the second argument is a counterargument presented by the APS. The user uses the menu to give his/her belief in the
counterargument. (b) A query is asked that may be used in a user model and menu of answers is provided. (c) A query is asked
by the system to determine the goals of the user. Here the user may select any number of the items on the list.
questions (e.g. yes/no questions) or select arguments from a menu. In Fig. 2, a dialogue step is illustrated
where a user can state the degree of agreement or disagreement in an argument.
Arguments can be automatically generated from a knowledgebase. For this, we can build a knowl-
edgebase for each domain, though there are many commonalities in the knowledge required for each
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Fig. 3. Example of an argument graph for persuasion.
behaviour change application.
• Persuadee beliefs (e.g. cakes give a sugar rush).
• Persuadee preferences (e.g. burgers are preferred to apples).
• Behavioural states (e.g. persuadee’s weight, exercise regime, etc.).
• Behavioural actions (e.g. eat a piece of fruit, eat a piece of cake, walk 1 km).
• Behavioural goals (e.g. lose 10 kg by Christmas, reduce sugar intake).
To represent and reason with the domain knowledge, we could harness a form of Belief-Desire-
Intention (BDI) calculus in predicate logic for relating beliefs, behavioural goals, and behavioural states,
to possible actions. We could then use the calculus with logical argumentation to generate arguments for
persuasion. A small example of an argument graph that we might want to generate by this process is
given in Fig. 3 including the persuasion goal giving up smoking will be good for your health.
To support the selection of arguments, we require persuadee models. For this, we can establish the
probabilistic uncertainty associated with the APS model of the persuadee’s beliefs, behavioural state,
behavioural goals, preferences, and tendencies etc by asking the persuadee appropriate questions, by
considering previous usage of the APS by the persuadee, and by the type of the persuadee (i.e. by
assignment to a built-in model learned from a class of similar users).
7. Towards a framework for computational persuasion
In this section, I outline a framework for computational persuasion that is being developed in an
ongoing project (for more information, see the project website2).
7.1. A brief review of probabilistic argumentation
In our framework, we focus on the uncertainty surrounding the user’s awareness of arguments, and the
user’s belief in the arguments s/he is aware of. For this, we have harnessed probabilistic argumentation.
Two main approaches to probabilistic argumentation are the constellations and the epistemic approaches
[74].
2www.computationalpersuasion.com
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• In the constellations approach, the uncertainty is in the topology of the graph (see for example
[43,72,92]). As an example, this approach is useful when one agent is not sure what arguments and
attacks another agent is aware of, and so this can be captured by a probability distribution over the
space of possible argument graphs. The usual definition for extensions (grounded, preferred, stable,
etc) can be applied to each subgraph, and then for each subset of arguments X, the probability that
X is an extension for the grounded (respectively preferred, stable, etc) extension is the sum of the
probability of each subgraph that has X as a grounded (respectively preferred, stable, etc) extension.
• In the epistemic approach, the topology of the argument graph is fixed, but there is uncertainty about
whether an argument is believed [74,82,84,135]. This is formalized by a probability distribution
over the subsets of the set of arguments in the graph. In addition, postulates have been proposed
to capture intuitive constraints such as the rational postulate which states that if an attacker has
a probability greater than 0.5 (i.e. it is believed), then any attackee has a belief less than or equal
to 0.5 (i.e. it is not believed). The epistemic approach can give a finer grained version of Dung’s
approach, and it can be used to give a valuable alternative to Dung’s approach. For example, for a
graph containing arguments A and B where B attacks A, it might be the case that a user believes A
and not B, and if so the epistemic extension (the set of believed arguments) would be {A} which is
in contrast the Dung’s approach where the only extension is {B}.
The epistemic approach has been extended with a probability distribution over subsets of the set of
attacks [116]. This can be used to represent an agent’s belief in each attack. This is potentially useful
for handling enthymemes. Since most arguments are presented in natural language, different agents may
interpret them differently, and hence some agents may be belief that an attack holds between a pair of
arguments whereas other agents might not.
7.2. Studies with participants
We have undertaken studies with participants to evaluate how they deal with arguments arising in a
dialogue [115]. We asked each participant for their belief in the arguments at each stage of the dialogue,
and whether they saw a negative (i.e. attacking) or positive (i.e. supporting) relationship between the
latest argument added in the dialogue and the previous arguments. For this study, we were able to make
a number of observations including the following.
• Use of constellations approach. People may interpret statements and relations between them dif-
ferently, and not necessarily in the intended manner, and hence a probability distribution over the
possible subgraphs can capture this uncertainty. Furthermore, people may explicitly declare that
two statements are connected, however, they might not be sure of the exact nature of the relation
between them. We therefore need to express the uncertainty that a person has about his own views,
and this can be addressed with the constellations approach.
• Use of epistemic approach. People may assign levels of agreement to statements going beyond the
3-valued approach of Dung; The epistemic postulates (e.g. if the belief in an attacking argument is
greater than 0.5, then the belief in the attackee is less than 0.5), in contrast to the standard semantics,
can be highly adhered to; And the extended epistemic postulates (which also model uncertainty
in attacks) allow us to model situations where the perceived “strength” of a relation might not
necessarily be tightly related to the level of agreement assigned to its source argument. These points
suggest the need for the epistemic approach to probabilistic argumentation.
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• Use of bipolar argumentation. The notion of defense (i.e. when A attacks B and B attackts C,
then A defends C) does not account for all of the positive relations between the statements viewed
by the participants. This suggests the need for bipolar argumentation frameworks.
We have also developed methods for acquiring crowd-sourced opinions on arguments, and shown
how they can be used for predicting opinions on arguments [79]. We evaluated our approach by crowd-
sourcing opinions from 50 participants about 30 arguments. This work shows how it is viable to acquire
data from a number of contributers to construct classifiers, and that these classifiers can then be de-
ployed to substantially decrease the number of questions that need to be asked of any particular user in
a persuasion dialogue.
7.3. Strategic argumentation
Given the potential for probabilistic argumentation to capture key aspects of uncertainty in the user
model, I indicate below how strategic argumentation can be developed to harness the user model.
• Awareness of arguments For considering the uncertainty about the structure of the graph in the
persuadee mind, we use the constellations approach. We can update the model with each argu-
ment/attack presented, and we can use expected utility to identify best choice of argument/attack to
present [81,83].
• Belief in arguments For considering the uncertainty about the beliefs of the persuadee, we use
the epistemic approach. The epistemic approach is useful for asymmetric dialogues where the user
is not allowed to posit arguments or counterarguments [76]. So the only way the user can treat
arguments that s/he does not accept is by disbelieving them. In contrast, in symmetric dialogues,
the user could be allowed to posit counterarguments to an argument that s/he does not accept.
The distribution can be updated in response to moves made (posits, answers to queries, etc) using
different assumptions about the persuadee (credulous, skeptical, rational, etc). The aim is to choose
moves that will increase belief in positive persuasion goals or decrease belief in negative persuasion
goals. We have proposed methods for updating beliefs during a dialogue [76,77,80], for efficient
representation and reasoning with the probabilistic user model [61], for representing uncertainty in
the user model [78], and for harnessing decision-theoretic decision rules for optimizing the choice
of arguments based on the user model [62].
• Moves in a dialogue For considering the possible dialogues that might be generated by a pair of
agents, a probabilistic finite state machine can represent the possible moves that each agent can
make in each state of the dialogue assuming a set of arguments that each agent is aware of [75].
Each state is composed of the public state of the dialogue (e.g. what has been said) and the private
state of each participant (e.g. the arguments they believe). We can find optimal sequences of moves
by handling uncertainty concerning the persuadee using partially observable Markov decision pro-
cesses (POMDPs) when there is uncertainty about the private state of the persuader [60].
• Disengagement For considering disengagement, we have investigated two options. The first is a
simple Markov model that increases the probability of disengagement with each step of the dialogue
[78]. The second is to use a weighting factor on the quality of a dialogue that is taken into account
when we applying decision rules to construct an optimal policy [62].
Key possible dimensions for modelling uncertainty are summarized in Table 3. These developments
offer a framework with a well-understood theoretical methodology, and implementations that are com-
putationally viable for strategic argumentation.
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Table 3
Possible dimensions of uncertainty in models of persuadee
Type of uncertainty Modelling technique
Beliefs of persuadee Epistemic approach
Arguments/attacks known by persuadee Constellations approach
Moves that persuadee makes PFSMs/POMDPs
Risk of disengagement Markov models/Discount factors
Fig. 4. Key aspects of our framework for computational persuasion. A solid arrow indicates a necessary flow of information
whereas a dotted arrow indicates an optional flow of information.
7.4. An integrated theory for computational persuasion
The key research issues for our project are summarized in Fig. 4, and described below. The aim is to
address these issues in order to provide an integrated theory for applications in behaviour change.
• Domain model The content of the dialogues come from the domain model, and given that these
are argumentation dialogues, the domain model needs to have the capacity to provide appropriate
arguments and counterarguments as required. In the simplest case, the domain model may be based
on an argument graph, perhaps with meta-level information such as typing of arguments. A more
sophisticated domain model might be based on a knowledgebase of logical formulae that can be
used to construct arguments and counterarguments.
• User model The user model incorporates information about which arguments in the domain model
that the user is aware of and information about the belief the user has in these arguments. So infor-
mation in the domain model is drawn on by the user model, and the user model uses the constella-
tions and epistemic approaches to probabilistic argumentation to model these aspects. A user model
can be acquired or predicted at the start of the dialogue, and it may be updated during the dialogue,
and there are a number of options for this.
– Interrogative The user is asked questions, and so the answers from the user are used for con-
structing or updating the user model. This may give accurate information but it may be boring to
the user to be asked too many questions.
– Observational The user’s contributions to the dialogue imply information that can be used for
constructing or updating the user model (e.g. if the user selects an argument A from a menu, then
we might assume that the user believes A, and hence we can update the user model with this
information).
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– Historical The user’s answers and contributions to previous dialogues imply information that
can be used for constructing or updating the user model. (e.g. if the user has previously expressed
belief in a specific argument).
– External Other sources (e.g. social media) can be used for acquiring information about the user
and/or predicting information about the user (see for example [88]).
– Population Data from similar users (e.g. crowd-sourced data) can be used to predict information
about the user. For instance, we have developed methods for acquiring beliefs in arguments, and
shown how naive Bayes classifiers can be trained to predict the belief in arguments for a given
user [115].
• Strategy and dialogue There are options for the strategy as discussed in Section 7.3. The strategy
draws on the domain model for arguments to use as content in the dialogue model, and it draws on
the user model to determine the best choice of move at each stage of the dialogue. The net result
of the strategy is the system contribution to the dialogue. Optionally, the moves by the user in the
dialogue can inform the user model as suggested above, and if the user is able to present his/her
arguments in the dialogue, these may inform the domain model.
We have put uncertainty in arguments, in particular in belief in arguments, at the core of our frame-
work for computational persuasion, as we believe this is a minimum necessary for persuasive behaviour.
However, we believe that other dimensions are highly desirable for a more comprehensive framework for
computational persuasion. In particular, some of the dimensions considered in Section 3 are potentially
valuable including rationality of arguments (in particular quality of arguments and of argumentation),
persuasion techniques, argumentation style, framing of arguments, and emotion of arguments.
8. Discussion
Computational persuasion, being based on computational models of argument, is a promising ap-
proach to technology for behaviour change applications. Advantages of dialogical persuasion over uni-
directional persuasion for behaviour change include:
• Personalization A dialogue can be tailored to the needs of the user.
• Context-sensitivity A dialogue can take into account the context of the user.
• Interactivity A user can provide input to help guide the content and approach to the dialogue, and
thereby making them more engaging and useful for the user.
Developing an automated persuasion system (APS) involves research challenges including: undertak-
ing the dialogue without using natural language processing; having an appropriate model of the domain
in order to identify arguments; having an appropriate dynamic model of the persuadee; and having a
strategy that increases the probability of persuading the persuadee. Furthermore, with even a modest set
of arguments, the set of possible dialogues can be enormous, and so the protocols, persuadee models,
and strategies need to be computationally viable.
Persuasion can be described as a process for overcoming barriers to behaviour change. There are
many kinds of barriers. A simple dichotomy is that of informational barrier and psychological barrier.
An informational barrier concerns the information that the user may have and/or lack. So a user may
hold incorrect information (e.g. soft drinks are healthy because they are made from vegetable extracts)
or lack necessary information (e.g. someone might have an unhealthy diet because they have never
learned about what a healthy diet is and why it is important). Such informational barriers to behaviour
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change are the primary focus of our approach to computational persuasion so far. Through dialogical
argumentation, an APS can find out more about the user’s beliefs and priorities, and then use that to
present arguments tailored to that user, and to counter any incorrect beliefs that the user may have.
A second kind of barrier could be described as a psychological barrier which concerns psychological
reasons for why someone has a particular behaviour and/or finds it difficult to see that they should
change behaviour [111]. This may include debilitating emotions, dysfunctional attitudes, and perceived
invulnerabilities, and therefore addressing psychological barriers calls for more sophisticated approaches
to the development computational persuasion.
In the short-term, we may envisage that the dialogues between an APS and a user involve limited kinds
of interaction. For example, the APS manages the dialogue by asking queries of the persuadee, where the
allowed answers are given by a menu or are of restricted types (e.g. age), and by positing arguments, and
the persuadee may present arguments that are selected from a menu presented by the APS. Obviously
richer natural language interaction would be desirable, but it is not feasible in the short-term. Even with
such restricted asymmetric dialogues, it may be possible that effective persuasion can be undertaken,
and furthermore, we need to investigate this conjecture empirically with participants. In the longer-
term, there are likely to be exciting opportunities for combining computational models of argument
with computational linguistics for much more involved and convincing dialogical argumentation for
persuasion.
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